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Abstract 
Fishburn, P.C. and L.A. Shepp, On the FKB conjecture for disjoint intersections, Discrete 
Mathematics 98 (1991) 105-122. 
We reformulate an outstanding combinatorial conjecture of van den Berg and Kesten which, if 
true, would have many nice consequences in percolation theory. Let Q, = {0, 1)” with x E Sz,, 
Kc{1 ,..., n}andK’={l,..., n}\K.Definec(x,K)asthesetofy~Q~forwhichy,=x, 
for all j E K. Our reformulation is that for all n > 1 and 1 G m G 2”, all distinct x’, , xm E Q, 
and all K,, , K,,, E (1, . , n}, 
This is dual to a version of the van den Berg-Kesten conjecture examined by van den Berg and 
Fiebig that we refer to as the FKB conjecture. It avoids direct use of their disjoint intersection 
operation, and we have found it easier to work with. 
The equivalence of (*) and the FKB conjecture is easily proved, and we verify cases of (*) 
which are new and of course settle special cases of the FKB conjecture. Our original aim was to 
verify (*) by induction on m and n, and although we have not done this our partial induction 
results offer hope that the van den Berg-Kesten conjecture will eventually be established in 
this way. Those results and a few other facts yield confirmation of (*) for m G 6 and, with the 
exception of n = 4, for m = 7, 8. 
1. Introduction 
An intriguing inequalitly for disjoint 
and Kesten [l] and van den Berg and 
and all A, B E (0, l}“, 
intersections conjectured by van den Berg 
Fiebig [2] says that, for all n E { 1, 2, . . . } 
where A q B is the disjoint intersection (see below) of A and B. The latter paper 
verified the inequality under special structures for A and B. Our purpose here is 
to reformulate the inequality from a different perspective and to verify new 
special cases under this reformulation. We note also that our approach suggests 
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the possibility of establishing the general case by an induction on 12 and a second 
integer parameter m. Problems that arise in carrying out the induction will be 
described in due course. 
We begin with a little notation and background. Let it = (1, 2, . . . , n}, 
a = (0, I>“, and write x E Q,, as x =(x1, x2,. . . ,x,). Also, for x,y E S&, 
(X v y)i = max{xj, Yj} and (X A Y)j = min{xj, Yj}. Call A c Sz,, an up-set if 
(x~A,y EG, XjGyj for alljen) 3 y EA. 
The celebrated FKG theorem (Fortuin, Kasteleyn and Ginibre [3]) says that if p 
is a probability measure on the set of all subsets of Sz, that satisfies 
&MY) c IL+ v yM A Y> for all x7 Y E 52,, 
then 
p(A)p(B) S p(A rl B) for all up-sets A, B E Q,. 
Van den Berg and Kesten [l] conjectured a different but equally intriguing 
inequality. With x E s2, and K E n, define the cylinder set c(x, K) by 
C(X, K) = {Y E C&I Yj = Xj for all i E K}, 
let Kc = n \ K, and define the disjoint intersection A q B of subsets A and B of Q,, 
by 
A q B = {x E Q: c(x, K) s A and c(x, Kc) E B for some K c n}. 
Van den Berg and Kesten’s conjecture says that if pr, . . . , p, are probability 
measures on (0, l} with product measure p = ~1~ x . . * X ,u,, then 
p(A q B) c p(A)p(B) for all A, B E Q,,. 
This replaces rl in the FKG inequality by q and turns that inequality around. 
The surprising fact of the matter is that their conjecture appears to be true 
despite the turn-around, or perhaps because of it. 
More recently, van den Berg and Fiebig [2] examined a specialization of the 
van den Berg-Kesten conjecture and proved its equivalence to the original. We 
refer to their specialization as the FKB conjecture to highlight the combined 
authors’ initials and its contrapuntal relationship to the FKG inequality. 
FKB Conjecture. For all n 3 1 and all A, B c Sz,, IA 0 B12” s (Al . IB(. 
The relevance of the FKB conjecture and its parent to percolation theory and 
other matters is discussed in [l-2]. 
Our reformulation of the FKB conjecture is as follows. 
Conjecture 1. For all n, m 3 1, all distinct x1, . , . , xm E Sz,, and all 
K,,...,&,E~, 
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This suppresses q and focusses on computing cylinder sets for given (x, K) 
rather than on computing A q B for given A and B. The new parameter m might 
appear to complicate matters, but we have found it helpful in thinking about the 
problem. The ensuing equivalence proof illustrates the difference between the 
FKB and Conjecture 1 approaches. 
Proposition 1. Conjecture 1 13 true if and only if the FKB conjecture is true. 
Proof. Assume with no real loss in generality that A, B and A q B are non-empty 
for the FKB conjecture. Suppose Conjecture 1 is true. Given A, B E L&, let 
m = JA q BJ, enumerate A q B as x1, . . . , xm, and for each i urn let K, verify 
xi E A q B by the definition of q I. Then U c(x’, Ki) c_ A and U c(x’, KT) c B, so 
IA q B] 2” = m2” G ]lJ cfx’, Ki)l . ]U c(x’, KF)] 6 IA/ . IBI 
and therefore IA q B( 2” s IA I . I BI. Conversely, suppose the FKB conjecture is 
true. Given distinct x1, . . . , xm E Q,, and K1, . . . , K, G n, define A = LJ c(x’, K,) 
andB=l_Jc(x’,K,‘).Thenx’,...,x”~AoB,so 
m2” G (A q BI 2” s IAl . IBI = ILJ c(x’, Ki)I . IU c(x’, Kf)l 
and therefore m2” s IIJ c(x’, K;)( - ILJ c(x’, KF)(. Cl 
The proof illustrates two points. First, the potential slack between 
IU c(x’, Ki)( . IIJ c(x’, KF)I and IA( . (B( 
for the FKB approach says that A and B might contain points that can be deleted 
without changing A a B. Second, possible slack between m and JA q BI in our 
approach indicates that m might be increased without changing 
IU c(x’, &)I . IU 4x’, WI. 
The difference between the approaches can be further illustrated by recalling 
key results in [2], and by saying what we do in ensuing sections. Their main 
result for the FKB conjecture is their Theorem 4.2. Its conclusions require three 
more definitions: A E s2, is a down-set if 
(x~A,y~SZ,,yj~X,forallj~n) + yeA; 
A is closed under permutations if 
(X E A, u is a permutation on n) 3 (x0(,), . . . , x0,,,) E A; 
c(x, K) is a maximal cylinder in A if 
C(X, K) GA, and C(X, K) c c(y, K’) 3 c(y, K’) $A. 
[2, Theorem 4.21 says that the FKB inequality holds if: 
(a) each of A and B is an intersection of an up-set and a down-set; or 
(b) each of A and B is closed under permutations; or 
(c) there are index sets I and J such that A = IJ, c(x’, K,), B = LJ, c(yj, K,!) 
and, for all i E i and j E J, either K, fl Ki = 0 or c(x’, K,) fI c(yj, K,‘) = 0; or 
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(d) there are c(x’, K,) for all i E I such that A = LJI c(x’, K,), each c(x’, K,) is a 
maximal cylinder in A and, for all i, j E I, either Ki = Kj or Ki f~ Kj = 0. 
These are obtained by starting from A and B on the right side of IA q BI 2” < 
(Al . IBI and analyzing their disjoint intersection. Of course they have implica- 
tions for Conjecture 1 just as our results have implications for the FKB 
conjecture. 
But the emphases of the approaches differ since we start from x1, . . . , x”’ and 
Kj for the left side of m2” s IIJ c(x’, Ki)l . ILJ c(x’, Kr)( and seek conclusions 
based on the cylinder sets. As a case in point, we can show that the inequality of 
Conjecture 1 holds when all Ki are identical or are mutually disjoint, and this 
result resembles (c) or (d) in some respects. Other special conclusions for 
Conjecture 1 will be noted shortly. 
However, we have been more interested in verifying the entire Conjecture 1 
through induction on m and n if it is in fact true. Our attempt has been only 
partly successful, but the partial results are encouraging. An example says that if 
the conjecture holds for all (m’, n) with m’ s m, and if n 2 m - 2, then it holds 
for (m, 12 + 1). 
Special conclusions that follow from our induction results and a few other facts 
say that Conjecture 1 holds if m < 6, 
(m, n) = (7, 4). Our greatest difficulty 
large relative to 2” although we know 
2, 2” - 1, 2”). 
and the only open case for m = 7 is 
has occurred for cases in which m is 
that Conjecture 1 is true if m E (2” - 
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section proves that 
Conjecture 1 is true if m = 1 or m 3 2” - 2. Section 3 introduces the inductive 
theme and shows the extent to which we have verified the conjecture. Our main 
inductive work appears in Section 4 where we prove that induction goes through 
from n to IZ + 1 when some column in the m-by-(n + 1) O-l tableau for 
(m, n + 1) is a so-called good column. Section 5 proves combinatorial results for 
the presence of good columns which, in conjunction with Section 4, show that 
induction goes through in general from n to n + 1 whenever n 2 m - 2 or 
n = m - k for some k 3 3 with m 2 3k - 4. Other inductive results that suggest 
directions for further research on Conjecture 1 are described in Section 6. 
2. Small m and large m 
We begin with easy verifications of Conjecture 1 for m = 1 and m near 2”. 
Here, and later, T(m, n) will denote an m-by-n O-l matrix with m distinct rows 
(so 1 c m c 2”) in conjunction with a Ki c n for each row. We refer to T(m, n) as 
a tableau. Given T(m, n) with rows x1, x2, . . . , x”’ and corresponding Ki, let 
A = ,Ql C(X’, Ki) and B = !Ql c(x’, Kr). 
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Henceforth, we always use A and B in this sense and not as arbitrary subsets of 
Sz, as in the statement of the FKB conjecture. 
Also let s(m, rz) mean that Conjecture 1 is true at (m, n), i.e., m2” G IAl . JBJ 
for all possible tableaus at the given (m, n). Our conjecture then reads as follows. 
Conjecture 1. S(m, n) for all n = 1, 2, . . . and all 1 <rn s 2”. 
The result for m = 1 has an obvious proof. 
Theorem 1. S(1, n) for all n. 
Proof. JK,( =k j (/AI, 1Bl) = (2n--k, 29, so 1.2” = IAl . IBI. Cl 
Our proof for m near 2” requires a bit more work. 
Theorem 2. For all n 3 2, S(m, n) for m E (2” - 2, 2” - 1, 2”). 
The proof is based on two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let C be the set of m row vectors of T(m, n). Then C E A fl B. 
Proof. x E c(x, K) for every K E R. 0 
Lemma 2. JBI =m j (Al =2”. 
Proof. With C as in Lemma 1, suppose JBI = m. Then B = C by Lemma 1. Fix 
w E Q,. We prove that w E A. 
Take any x E C with its corresponding K for T(m, n) and define x’ E &2,, by 
x,! = xj if j E Kc and xi = wj if j E K. Then x’ E B, so x’ E C. Repeat this procedure 
with (x’, K’) in place of (x, K), and continue until no further changes occur. The 
new x’ becomes more like w at each step and ends up at z E B. Then either 
z = w, in which case w E A since B = C s A; or else every j at which z, # wj is in 
Kc for the K of T(m, n) that corresponds to z. In the latter case we change each 
zi for j E K’ that is not already equal to w, to obtain w in c(z, K) EA. El 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose n 2 2 and 2” - 2 s m 6 2”. By Lemma 1, IA I 2 m 
and JB( 3 m. If both IAl and IBI exceed m then the desired result holds since 
(m + 1)” 3 m2”. On the other hand, if one of IAl and JB( equals m then the other 
equals 2” by Lemma 2, so again we obtain m2” 6 (Al . I BI. 0 
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3. Preview of special results and induction 
Theorems 1 and 2 verify Conjecture 1 for it ~2. Our approach to the 
conjecture for n 3 3 is based on the fact that it is true if and only if the following 
hold for all applicable m and IZ 3 3: 
(a) S(m, n) for all m from 2”-’ + 1 to 2”; 
(b) {m ~2”, S(m’, n) for all m’ Cm} * S(m, II + 1). 
Given IZ 2 3, (a) pertains to the m that are infeasible at it - 1, namely m > 2”-‘. 
Theorem 2 covers the three largest m, but we have had little success extending 
(a) backward from m = 2” - 2 or forward from m = 2”-‘. 
Our ensuing results apply primarily to (b) for induction on n. However, instead 
of pursuing (b) as written, we extend its induction hypothesis to allow for 
potential coverage of cases for (a) as follows: 
(b*) {m s 2”+l, S(m’, n) for all 172’ S min{m, 2”)) * S(m, n + 1). 
For example, this admits the possibility of establishing S(9, 4), S(10, 4), . . . when 
it is known that S(m, 3) for all m s 23 = 8. 
Although our induction results leave open substantial parts of (b*), they seem 
very encouraging. Moreover, they help to settle the conjecture for small m. In 
particular, we know that Conjecture 1 is true if m c 6, and it is almost certainly 
true for m = 7 and m = 8. 
Table 1 
Partial verification of Conjecture 1: verification indicated by 1; 
provisonal verification by 2 
n 
m\ 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 1 ... 
1 1 ‘.. 
1 1 ..’ 
1 1 .‘. 
1 1 .‘. 
1 1 ‘.. 
2 2 ... 
2 2 ... 
2 2 ‘.. 
2 2 ..’ 
2 2 ... 
2 2 ..’ 
2 2 ... 
2 2 ... 
2 . . . 
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Table 1 gives the (m, n) pairs for which the conjecture is known to be true 
(shown by 1 at (m, n)) or provisionally true (shown by 2 at (m, n)). For example, 
the l’s in row 1 come from Theorem 1, and the final three l’s in columns 
2,3,. . . come from Theorem 2. As suggested by (b*), a 2 at (m, n + 1) in Table 1 
says that Conjecture 1 holds there if it is true at (m’, n) for all m’ G min{m, 2”). 
The only reason that a 2 is not a 1 is that we have not yet verified the conjecture 
at some m ’ 6 min{m, 2”) in the preceding column. 
The entries in Table 1 that are not implied directly by Theorems 1 and 2 come 
from the joint effect of Theorems 3 and 4 in the next two sections as summarized 
by Corollary 1 at the end of Section 5. Section 6 then proves other induction 
results that have no direct effect on the table but suggest different ways of 
attacking Conjecture 1. 
4. Partial induction on II 
All results for induction from n to n + 1 that we prove in this and ensuing 
sections are based on special characteristics for tableau T(m, n + 1). Prior to the 
final result of Section 6, we focus on a particular column of T(m, n + 1). In the 
present section and the next we are mainly interested in what we call a ‘good’ 
column. 
We refer to the form of T(m, n + 1) shown in Fig. 1 to explain this and related 
terms. T is partitioned by the entry in column 1 and whether 1 is in Kj or KF for 
row i. Each of X, Y, Z and W that is not empty is a type T(m), n) tableau, and 
A B 
1 2..-n+l 1 2.*.n+l 
T(m, n + 1) 
1 2 ... n+l 
1 E K, 
1$ K, 
1 E K, 
1 $ K, 
0 
X 
0 
0 
Y 
0 
1 
Z 
1 
1 
W 
1 
m = /Xl+ (Y( + (Z( + (WI 
Fig. 1. Tabelau T(m, n + 1) and associated A and B. 
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1X1+ IYI + 121 + I W I = m. Since all rows of T(m, n + 1) are different, every row 
in X and Y is different and every row in 2 and W is different. But rows in X or Y 
can duplicate rows in Z or W. 
With a slight abuse of notation when writing intersections and unions, we 
sometimes view X, Y, Z and W as the sets of row vectors in these n-column 
tableaus. Thus X fl Y = 0 and Z rl W = 0. But, as just noted, (X U Y) n (Z U W) 
need not be empty. 
We say that column 1 in T(m, n + 1) is: 
redundant if (X U Y) n (Z U W) = 0; 
typelifXnW=YnZ=0; 
type2ifXnZ=YnW=0; 
good if it is type 1 or type 2. 
The same definitions apply to every other column under similar partitions of 
T(m, n + 1) based on those columns. Alternatively, column j > 1 is 
redundant, . . . , good if column 1 is redundant, . , . , good after columns j and 1 
have been interchanged. Note that every redundant column is good since it is 
both type 1 and type 2, and that the removal of a redundant column leaves m 
distinct rows in the reduced tableau. 
The right part of Fig. 1 illustrates restrictions for column 1 in the cylinder sets 
c(xi, K,) whose union is A, and the cylinder sets c(x’, KF) whose union is B. 
There * means that each of 0 and 1 can be put into the first position of the 
corresponding row from T(m, n + 1). It is to be understood that A and B apply to 
T(m, n + 1) throughout this section. 
Our immediate aim is to prove the following. 
Theorem 3. If2 s m s 2”+l, S(m’, n) for all 1 s m’ s min{m, 2”}, and T(m, n + 
1) has a good column, then m2”+’ c IA I . I B I for T(m, n + 1). 
We exploit Theorem 3 in the next section by specifying restrictions on m and IZ 
that force T(m, n) to have a good column. The rest of this section proves the 
theorem through three lemmas. The second of these uses a special type 2 column 
that we refer to as a binary-match column, which is a column j for which either 
{every xi with XI = 0 has j E Ki, and every xi with xj = 1 has j 4 K,) or {every xi 
with xi = 0 has j $ Ki, and every xi with xi = 1 has j E Ki}. 
The following lemmas presume that 2~ m =S 2”+’ and that S(m’, n) for all 
l~m’~min{m, 2”). 
Lemma 3. Zf T(m, n + 1) has a type 1 column, then m2”+’ s IAl . IBI. 
Lemma 4. Zf T(m, n + 1) has a binary-match column, then m2”+’ =S IA( . IBI 
Lemma 5. Zf T(m, n + 1) has a type 2 column, then m2”+’ s (A( - IBI. 
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Proof of Lemma 3. Assume for definiteness that column 1 is type 1 for 
T(m, 12 + 1). We use the notation of Fig. 1. By type 1, X n W = Y n Z = 0. Let 
Ao={a~A:a,=O}, A, = {a E A: al = l}, 
B,={bEB:b*=O}, B, = {b E B: b, = l}. 
Also let CY; = IAil, pi = IBit, so 
IAI * IBI = (a~ + 4(Po + PI) = ad% + &4+ hop, + ad%,. 
For reduced tableaus that use only the last n columns and designated rows, 
denote the A and B sets by 
A’ and B’ for XU Y, A” and B” for Z U W, 
A* and B* for XU W, A** and B** for Y U Z. 
Observe that max{lA’I, IA*I} c cu,, max{lA”I, IA**I} s aI, max{lB’I, IB**I} s/30 
and max{lB”I, IB*I} c&. F or example, [A*[ c lAoI since an element in A0 can be 
generated by vectors in X, Y or W whereas A* is generated by X and W. 
The induction hypothesis for S(m’, n) gives 
(1x1 + IYW” s IA’1 + IB’I s aoPo> 
(lZ( + (W()2n =s (A”!. (B”( s ajp,. 
Moreover, with X n W = Y fl Z = 0, we have 
(1x1 + IWIV s IA*l * IB*l s aoh, 
(IY( + lZl)2” c IA**1 . IB**I c a$lo. 
Therefore 
m .2n+r= 2(lXl + IV + IZI + IWP” 
= ({IXI + IV> + iI4 + IWII + {IXI + IWO + {IYI + IZI~P” 
~aoPo+~,P~+a,B~+a,Po=IAl.IBI 
so m2”+’ s JAI. IB( for T(m, n + 1). q 
Proof of Lemma 4. Assume with no loss of generality that column 1 is a 
binary-match column for T(m, n + 1) as follows: 
Here RI and R2 are the A sets of n-tuples obtained from X and W respectively 
for columns 2 through IZ + 1 with 
A = ((0, r): r E R, U R2} U ((1, r): r E R2}. 
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Similarly, 
B = ((0, s): s ES,} u ((1,s): s E s1 u &}. 
We have 
I4 = IRI U Kd+ IRzl, 14 = I& U&l + I&I. 
Let 1x1 = m1 and IWI = m2 so m = ml + m2. By the induction hypothesis S(m’, n) 
for m ’ < m, we have 
m12n s jRll - I.&l and m22n s JR21 - I&l. 
Therefore 
m2n+1 = 2(m, + m,)2” C 2 lRll * IS,l + 2 I&I * I&l. 
In addition, 
I-4 - PI = JR, u&I . IS, u &I + WI U &I - I&l 
+ ISI U 4 . I&l + IRA * I&I. 
It is easily seen that 2 IR1( * I&J + 2 lRzl * I&l s [A( * (BI: 
(i) if lRll G IR2( then 
VII . l&l cs lR2l * ISI, 
PII I I&l 6 IR, U&l . l&l, 
IR2I . Is21 =z IR, U R2I . ISI U s2l, 
IR2l - I&l s 1% U &I . IfhI; 
(ii) if &,I 6 I&l then 
JR21 * I&l 6 IR2l . I&l, 
JR21 . Is21 s I& U s2l . IRA 
IRII * l&l =s IRI U R2I . IS, U&l> 
VII * l&l G IR, U R2l * I&I; 
(iii) if /R21 < IR,I and I&l < IS,,1 then 
IWIRIl - l&l) < IWIRII - IRd, or 
l&l . IRII + I&l * l&l < I&l * l&l + IW . IRIL 
Therefore 
2 IRII . I&l + 2 l&l . I&l < PII . I&l + l&l 1 I&l + I&l * lR2lf I&l . IRA 
=s IR1 U R2I * l&l + ISI U s2l . I&l + l&I . l&l 
+ IR1 U RZJ + ISI U &I= IAl - IBI. 
Therefore m2”+‘c JAI - IB(. q 
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Proof of Lemma 5. Assume that column 1 of Fig. 1 is type 2 with X n 2 = Y n 
W = 0. Let R,, R2, R3 and R, be the A sets for X, Y, Z and W respectively, and 
Iet S,, S,, S, and S, be the B sets for X, Y, Z and W respectively. Then 
IAl=lR~URzUR4l+IRzUR~UR4l, 
IBI = ISI u S* u S,l + IS, u S, u S,(. 
We simultaneously change the all leading (column 1) O’s for the Y part to l’s, and 
all leading (column 1) l’s for the Z part to O’s, but change nothing else in the 
tableau of Fig. 1. Let T’(rn, n + 1) denote the new tableau. Its array is shown in 
Fig. 2. Because X fl 2 = Y fl W = 0, all m rows of T’(m, n + 1) are different. 
Clearly, 
(A’J = JR, U Rz U R3 U Rql + IR2 U RJ, 
~~‘[=~s,us,~+~ts,us,us,us~(. 
The change from T to T’ makes column 1 a binary-match column. Therefore, 
by Lemma 4, 
m2n+’ =z JA’I . JB’I. 
Moreover, JA’I s IAJ and JB’J 6 JBI. For example, 
lA’[~lAl @ JR,UR2uR‘,I+IR~\(R,URzUR,)I+IRzUR,I 
c IR, u &URtl + l&u &I + IR~\(RzU &)I 
@ IRx\(R, u Rz U Rdl =S IR3\(& IJ R.4, 
which is true. The proof of IB’] s IB/ is similar. Hence m2”‘l G IAl . IBI. El 
5. Combinatorial results for good columns 
Our next theorem, which we combine with Theorem 3 at the end of this 
section, tells when a good column must arise in a tableau. 
Theorem 4. For each m 2 2, T(m, n) has a redundant column if n 2 m, and 
T(m, m - 1) has a good column. For each k ~2andallm>3k-1, T(m,m-k) 
has a good column. 
1 E Ki 
l4 Ki 
1 E K, 
16 K, 
1 2 .*a n+l 
0 X 
1 Y Ed 0 Z 1 W 
A’ 
Fig. 2. T’(m, n + 1) 
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Three lemmas carry the proof. 
Lemma 6. Given m 3 2, the largest n for which T(m, n) can have no redundant 
column is n = m - 1. 
Lemma 7. Given m > 2, every T(m, m - 1) has a good column. 
Lemma 8. If k > 2 and m > 3k - 1 then every T(m, m - k) has a good column. 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let m* be the largest n for which a T(m, n) can have no 
redundant column. The m-by-(m - 1) matrix in which column j begins with j l’s 
and has O’s thereafter shows that m* 2 m - 1 when m 3 2. (If column j is 
removed then rows j and j + 1 are identical.) 
Clearly 2* = 1. Induction shows that m’ = m - 1 for all m I2. Suppose this is 
true for all m with 2 G m <A4 when M 2 3. Then, since any constant column is 
redundant, a split of the first column for M rows into MO2 1 rows with 0 in 
column 1 and M, 3 1 rows with 1 in column 1 yields (with l* = 0) 
A4*<1+ M,lc(f?ax&,) IM,: + (M - MO)*1 , 9 
= 1 + max[M” - 1 + (M - M,, - l)] = M - 1. 
HenceM*~M-landM*<M-l,soM*=M-1. q 
Proof of Lemma 7. Given T(m, m - 1) for m 2 2, assume that no column is 
redundant (and hence not constant) since a redundant column is good. We 
suppose T(m, m - 1) has no good column and obtain a contradiction. 
Since a column with only one 0 or one 1 must be type 1 or type 2 (see Fig. 1 
and the definitions), our supposition of no good column forces every column to 
have at least two O’s and two 1’s. Suppose column c has ml l’s and m2 O’s with 
m = m, + m2 and m, c m2 for definiteness. Let d be another column that 
differentiates some of the rows with l’s in column c: 
c d 
i 
1 1 
m’1 0 
mlSmm, 
If the final m2 entries in column d were not all the same, then d also 
differentiates some of the rows with O’s in column c. However, if this is true, then 
fewer than m - 1 columns will show that all rows are different (cf. the proof of 
Lemma 6; we would need no more than m, - 1 for the m, part and no more than 
mz - 1 for the mZ part, for a total of m - 2 or fewer). But then we have a 
redundant column, contrary to supposition. 
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We conclude that the final m2 entries in column d are identical. Whether these 
are O’s or l’s, column d has less than m, l’s or less than ml 0’s. Whichever 
obtains, we repeat the procedure of the preceding paragraph with d in place of 
c to conclude that some other column has an even smaller number of O’s or 1’s. 
Continuation yields the conclusion that some column has exactly one 0 or exactly 
one 1, contrary to supposition. Therefore some column is good. 0 
Proof of Lemma 8. Assume that k s 2 and m 3 3k - 1. Also assume that no 
column of T(m, m - k) is redundant, else we have a good column and need go no 
further. 
Consider the columns of T(m, m - k) left to right. When a new column is 
encountered, we say that a spfit occurs for that column each time a set of rows 
that are identical to each other prior to that column are differentiated by at least 
one 1 and at least one 0 for those rows in the new column. The split numbers 2 1 
of a column is the number of splits it makes, i.e., the number of blocks of 
identical rows from prior columns that it differentiates by splits. However the 
columns are arranged, the sum of the split numbers is m - 1. 
The first column always has split number 1. Since k 2 2 we have m - k < m - 1 
so that some other column has split number 2 or more. If column 2 does not have 
split number 2, we move a multiple-split column and its immediate predecessor 
back into the first two column positions to give split numbers of 1 and 2 for the 
first two columns: 
1 2 ... m-k 
1 1 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0. 
If k = 2 then, since no column is redundant, each of columns 3 through m - 2, 
with m - 2 3 3, must have split number 1. If k 2 3, the double split for column 2 
under our initial rearrangement implies s 12 for some later column. If column 3 
has s = 1, we can move a subsequent multiple-split column and one of its 
predecessors beyond column 2 back into the third and fourth column positions to 
obtain s 2 1 and s 2 2 for columns 3 and 4. We repeat this process for larger k so 
long as some column beyond those already rearranged has s 2 2. 
Our objective is to get large split numbers early so that the final column has 
split number 1. Under the greedy approach of the preceding paragraph, the worst 
cumulative case occurs when the split numbers are 1,2,1,2, 1,2, . . . . If 
m = 3k - 1, then the number of splits for this worst case prior to the final column 
is 
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which leaves exactly one split for the final column. In nonworst cases, each of the 
last few columns has split number 1. When m > 3k - 1, say m = (3k - 1) + y, the 
left side of the preceding equation equals m - 2 + [r/2], and this also ensures 
that the final column has split number 1. 
Assume henceforth that the final column has split number 1. Then there are 
exactly two rows that are identical prior to that column that are split by 0 and 1 in 
the final column: all other rows differ from those two and from each other prior 
to the final column. Otherwise it would not be true that all rows of T(m, m - k) 
are different. 
For convenience, move the final column into the first position and rewrite the 
whole as 
All rows in U are different and t 4 U. Then, regardless of how the Ki are 
specified, column 1 must be type 1 or type 2. In particular, if row 1 goes into the 
Z part of Fig. 1, then column 1 is type 1 if row 2 goes into the X part and is type 
2 if row 2 goes into the Y part. A similar conclusion applies if row 1 goes into the 
W part of Fig. 1. 17 
The joint effect of Theorems 3 and 4 is summarized in the following corollary. 
We omit its simple proof. 
Corollary 1. lf2~m <2”+l, ifS(m’, n)forall l<m’<min{m, 2”}, and ifeither 
namm20rn=m-kforsomeks3withms3k-4, thenS(m,n+l). 
Given the l’s in Table 1 that come from Theorems 1 and 2, Corollary 1 
generates all other l’s and 2’s in the table. 
6. Additional induction results 
During the course of our research on Conjecture 1 we have come across other 
inductive results that might be useful in pursuing the conjecture. We conclude by 
proving three of these. A fourth, which says that induction goes through from n 
to IZ + 1 when only two subsets of { 1, . . . , n + l} are used for all K,, will not be 
proved since it seems to lead nowhere. 
As with Lemmas 3-5, the following presume that 2 s m 6 2”+l and that 
S(m ‘, n) for all 1 s m ’ S min{m, 2”). Lemma 11 assumes the form for 
T(m, n + 1) in Fig. 1. 
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Lemma 9. If 1 KJ = 1 f or some row in T(m, n + l), then m2”+’ s IAl . IBI for 
zym, n + 1). 
Lemma 10. If m is even and some column of T(m, n + 1) has m/2 O’s and m/2 
l’s, then m2”+’ s IAl - IBI. 
Lemma 11. Zf W = 0 and [XI+ IYI S IZI for T(m, n + 1). then m2”+’ s IAl . IBI. 
The proof of Lemma 9 once again involves the notion of a good column, but 
the proofs of Lemmas 10 and 11 do not. Moreover, the proof of Lemma 10 
assumes nothing specific about the Xi. 
We note also that the new lemmas simplify the task of verifying Conjecture 1 
for the blanks at (m, n) = (7, 4) and ( m, n) = (8, 4) in Table 1. In particular, if we 
try to contradict the conjecture, Lemma 9 implies for both cases that we must 
have I&[ = 2 for all i, and Lemma 10 requires an uneven number of O’s and l’s in 
each column when (m, n) = (8, 4). One must also avoid a good column and, 
among other things, this requires at least two O’s and two l’s in every column. 
Proof of Lemma 9. Let T(m, n + 1) be as in Fig. 1, and assume without loss of 
generality that row 1 is in the X part with K1 = {l}. If the X part has other rows, 
where 1 E Ki with 0 in column 1, then it is easily seen that IAl . IBI will not 
increase by taking K, = { 1) for those rows. Assume henceforth that K, = {l} for 
the X part. 
Consider the Z and W parts: 
If K, for 2 is changed by deleting 1 from Ki, this has no effect on A since all 0. - . 
are already in A by row 1 for X, and it cannot increase 
there is replaced by 1 - . . . Assume this change for 2 so 
bottom part. 
IB 1 since * . . . for B 
that it joins W in the 
At this point we have: 
X Eq . . . .
Suppose y E Y, w E W and y = w. If we move (0, y) from the Y part into the X 
part (and.change its K, to Ki = {l}), this change obviously does not increase IA I. 
Moreover, it does not add to B since (0, y) and (1, y) = (1, w) are already in B. 
Assume (0,~) is moved in this way for every y E Y that is duplicated in W. Then 
the (reduced) Y and W are disjoint, and therefore column 1 is type 2. The 
conclusion of Lemma 9 then follows from Lemma 5 and the fact IA ( . I B I was not 
increased by the changes made to the original T(m, n + 1). 0 
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Proof of Lemma 10. Suppose column 1 of T(m, 12 + 1) has m. O’s and m, l’s with 
m even. We consider m, = m, = m/2 shortly, but assume only for the moment 
that m. and m, are positive. 
Let A0 and B. apply to columns 2 through it + 1 for the Z&\ { l} and K;\ {l}, 
and for the rows with 0 in column 1. Define Al and B 1 similarly for the rows with 
1 in column 1: 
1 2*..n+l 
0 
mrJ . 
0 
I3 
-+Ao, B. for columns 2 to 12 + 1, 
-PA,, B, for columns 2 to n + 1. 
1 
ml ; 
1 
By the induction hypothesis, mo2n s lAoI . IBol and m12” s [A,( . IBII. Since 
((0, a): a eAo} and ((1, a): a eAI} are disjoint parts of A, lAoI + IAll c )Al. 
Similarly, (Bol + lBll c IBI. Therefore, we have m2”+’ =S IAl . II31 if 
m2”+l s WOI + IAIIWOI + lB11). 
Let x = lAoI and y = [All. Then x lBol 3 mo2n, y IB1( 3 m12”, and therefore 
(lAoI + l~~l)Wol + PII) G= @ +Y)(?+ y) 
= 
( 
m,,+m,+m,y+m,X 2”. 
x Y 1 
It is easily seen that the final expression is minimized when may/x = mix/y, i.e., 
when x = y(mo/ml)l’z. Therefore 
Although this does not generally imply the desired conclusion, when m, = m, = 
m/2 it gives [m + m]2” = rn2”+l S JAI * IBI. I7 
Proof of Lemma 11. Given the hypotheses, let ml = 1x1, m2 = JYJ, and m3 = IZ( 
withm=m,+m2+m3andm,+m2~m3. Ourset-upis 
By the induction hypothesis, 
IR1 U R21 . IS, U S21 s (ml + m2)2”, 
IRS1 . IS,1 S m32n. 
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In addition, the preceding inequalities and m3 3 ml + m2 yield 
I4 - PI = (IR, U R2I + lR2 U RdW, U & U &I + I& U W 
~(~~+u~2~2~~ls,u%l+ISi~(Slu%)l+l~,uhl 
1 
+ $7 12 I&l + I(& u &)\S,l+ IS*\~3ll 
3 
= my+’ - (m, + 42” 1 - ( IS,\(S, u &)I + IS, u S3l IS, U&l > 
+ m 2” I(& u &)\&I + I~I&l 
3 
( IS31 > 
2 m2”+’ + (m, + m2)2” ( I(& u S)\S,l + I&\S,l IS31 
+ 
IS,\(S, u S2)l + IS, u S3l _ 1 
IS, u &?I >. 
The last two expressions show that IAl . (BI 2 m2nt1 if either 
IS,\(S, u %)I + IS, u S3l - IS, u S2l 2 0 (1) 
or 
I($ u S,)\S,l + lS,\S3l + lS3\(S, u w + IS, us31 > 1 
IS31 lS,US*I ’ . (2) 
We suppose that both of these are false and obtain a contradiction. For 
convenience let 
@= lS,\S,l, 
P = I&\(S, u S3)lP 
Y = IS,\(S, lJ &)I, 
6 = IS, u s2 u S3l - ((u + p + y). 
Inequality (1) is false if and only if 
l~,~~2l~l~,~~3l+l~3~(~,~~*)I 
G a+/?+c?>a+y+6+y 
e P>2Y, 
or /I*/2 > pv. Inequality (2) is false if and only if 
Is31 - is, u s21 ’ Is, u ‘%l(is, u s2)\s31 + ls,\s31) 
+ IS,I(lS3\(S, u S2)l + IS, lJ S3l) 
e (Y+6)((u+/3+4>((U+B+6)(2a+/3)+(y+6)(n+6+2y) 
e (V+4P’(~+/3+4(2a+P)+(Y+@2Y 
w j3y > /3’ + other nonnegative terms, 
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so that #ly> p’. Then /?/2> by> /3’, so p” > 2/S’, for the desired 
contradiction. 0 
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